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1. INTRODUCTION 
Beasley and Brenner [l] obtained several bounds for the absolute 
value of the permanent and determinant of an n-square complex matrix 
A = (Q) with the property 
n 
j=l 
jti 
and 0 < cri < 1, for all i. Such a matrix is said to be a matrix with a 
dominant main diagonal. The main result of this paper (Theorem 1.1) 
is a non-negative lower bound for the permanent, and an upper bound 
for the determinant, of a real matrix with a dominant main diagonal. The 
Hadamard determinant-permanent theorem [7, 51 and a subadditive 
property for the determinant function of Haynsworth [4], which also 
holds for the permanent function, are used to establish these results. The 
bound for the permanent is shown for a certain class of matrices to be 
an improvement of a bound given by Beasley and Brenner [l, Theorem 
1.11. It is also noted that the bound for the determinant can be similarly 
compared to that of Beasley and Brenner [l, Corollary 2.51. 
In Section 2, other lower bounds are given for the permanent. Also a 
Hadamard determinant-permanent theorem for Minkowski-matrices is 
offered as a conjecture. 
2. MATRICES WITH DOMINANT DIAGONAL 
In this section each matrix is assumed to be a real matrix with positive 
diagonal elements. 
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Taussky [8] proved that the determinant of a real matrix with dominant 
diagonal and with positive diagonal elements is non-negative. A continuity 
argument, using the fact that the determinant of a complex matrix with a 
strictly dominant diagonal is not zero, was used to establish that result. 
But Brenner [2] gives this same property for the permanent. Consequently, 
we have 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A = (aii) be an n-square real matrix such that 
j#i 
andO<oi<l,foralli. ThenperA>O. 
We mention that as a result of Lemma 1.1 the non-negative lower 
bounds obtained by Beasley and Brenner [l] become bounds for the per- 
manent of a diagonally dominant real matrix with non-negative diagonal 
elements. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A = (aii) and B = (bij) denote real n-square matrices 
wch that 
aii 3 2 laijl and bii 3 i Ibijl, 
j=l j=l 
jzi jzi 
for all i. Then 
per(A + B) 3 per A + per B. 
Proof. The proof is parallel to that for the corresponding theorem on 
determinants proved by Haynsworth [4, Theorem 21. However, we will 
give a proof for completeness sake. Let a C (n) = (1, 2,. . ., n}. We 
denote by A[B, CC] the matrix obtained from A by replacing the i,th row 
of A by the i,th row of B for each i, E u. Now, since the permanent is a 
multilinear function on the rows of a matrix, we have 
per(A + B) = 2 per(A[B, al). 
4EaE(n) 
The ith row of A[B, a] is the ith row of either A or B and from the 
hypotheses, 
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aii > 2 laijj and bii > 2 jbiij. 
j=l j=l 
j#i jzi 
Thus, for each cc, A [B, M] is a matrix with a dominant diagonal. By Lemma 
1.1, per(A[B, ~1) >, 0. Hence using the identity above the lemma holds. 
We state the Hadamard determinant theorem [7] and the Hadamard 
permanent theorem [5]. 
LEMMA 1.3. If A = (aii) is an n-square positive semi-definite hermitian 
matrix, then 
perA >fiaii>detA. 
i=l 
We are now in a position to prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A = (aij) be a real n-sqzcare matrix such that 
oiaii = 2 \aijj, 
j=l 
j#i 
and 0 < rsi < 1, for all i. Let si = 2 laijl where the summation extends 
over all j such that aijaji < 0 holds. Let ti = 2 (iaiil - laj$, where the 
summation extends oveY all j, (j # i), such that both aijaji > 0 and laijl 2 
lajij hold. Then 
per A 3 fi (aii - di) and det A < fi (aii + dJ, 
i=l 1=1 
where di = si + ti. 
Proof. Let C = (cij) be the matrix such that for i # i, 
cij = 
i 
aij - aji, if aijaji > 0 and laijl 3 jajil; 
0, if aijaii > 0 and laj,l > laijl; 
aij, if aijaji < 0, 
and cii = di. Let B = A - C. It follows that 
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(i) A =B+C; 
(ii) B is a symmetric matrix with a dominant main diagonal; thus B 
is a positive semi-definite symmetric matrix; 
(iii) C is a matrix with a dominant main diagonal. 
Thus, by Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 1 .l, 
per A = per(B + C) 3 per B + per C 3 per B. 
But by (ii) above and Lemma 1.3, 
per B 3 fi bii = fi (a,, - di). 
i=l i=l 
This yields the result for the permanent function. 
To obtain the bound for the determinant we will use the properties 
stated for B and C above. Let B = (6,,) and C = (F,,) L- matrices such 
that Fij = - cij (i # i), Eii = d, and gi3 = aij + Fij, where C = (ci,) is the 
matrix defined above. Clearly, B = A + C. Moreover, since B = B + 2 
diagonal {d,, d,, . . . , d,}, B is a positive semi-definite symmetric matrix. 
Also, since lCijI = lcijI for 1 < i, j < ~2, C is a matrix with a dominant 
main diagonal. Using these results with Lemma 1.3, Haynsworth’s 
theorem [4, Theorem 21, and Lemma 1 .l, we have 
z=l 
We compare the bound for the permanent to a bound obtained by 
Beasley and Brenner [l]. We state their result. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A = (uij) be an n-square complex matrix such that 
a,, # 0 and 
where 0 < ui < 1, for all i. Then 
/per A 1 3 h( 14 -j$++4) s 
i=l 
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Observe, the bound for the permanent that we obtained will be an 
improvement of that of Theorem 1.2 if A is a real matrix with a dominant 
main diagonal such that aijaji > 0, lui,l > lajij for i > j, and laij - ajil < 
oiluijl for i > i. Since laij - njil < laijl follows from the first two con- 
ditions it is obvious that the bounds of Theorem 1.2 being in terms of ui 
restrict the class of matrices for which our bounds are sharper. However, 
it is believed that Theorem 1.1 can be improved to the lower bound, 
n;=i (aii - a&,). Of course, there are other examples where the bounds 
of Theorem 1.1 are better than those of Theorem 1.2. 
The bound obtained for the determinant in Theorem 1.1 can be 
similarly compared to that of Beasley and Brenner [l, Corollary 2.51. 
3. MINKOWSKI MATRICES 
A real n-square matrix A = (aij) with a dominant main diagonal 
is said to be a Minkowski-matrix if aii > 0 and aij < 0 (i # y’). In this 
section, we are mainly interested in exhibiting and discussing lower bounds 
for the permanent of a Minkowski-matrix. 
Each lower bound for the determinant is a lower bound for the permanent, 
since Gibson [3] essentially establishes that per A 3 det A if A is a 
Minkowski-matrix. With this result it is natural to ask, “What number 
separates the permanent and determinant of a Minkowski-matrix ?” We 
conjecture a Hadamard determinant-permanent theorem for Minkowski- 
matrices, that is, if A is a n-square Minkowski-matrix then 
per(A) 3 haid > det A. 
i=l 
It is easy to verify for n < 3.l 
Before we give another lower bound for the permanent of Minkowski- 
matrix we establish two other results concerning other types of matrices, 
1 Professor Peter Gibson has since shown that the left side of (1) is not true by 
considering the matrix 
Also, he pointed out that the right side of (1) was proved by Ky Fan (Quart. J. Math., 
Oxford (2), 11(1960), 43-49). 
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Let A = (a,J be an n-square matrix with a dominant diagonal such 
that aij 3 0. We have 
where S, is the symmetric group on n letters and e is the identity element. 
Replacing aii by c5=1 aij in each term of 
where it appears, and expanding, one obtains all the terms of 
Hence 
Thus 
per A 3 oaii +fi i aij. 
i-1 j=l 
j+i 
We have proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1.2 If A = (aij) is an n-square with a dominant main diagonal 
such that aij >, 0, then 
where 
per A 3 fi ait + fi yip 
i=l 
n 
yi = C aij. 
j=l 
jti 
2 Since this paper was written, an alternative proof to Lemma 2.1 has been found. 
(Theorem 3, Engel and Schneider, Linear and Multilinear Algebra, to appear.) 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let A = (Q) be an n-square matrix with real elements 
and a dominant main diagonal such that aii > 0, then 
perA>fi(aii-N,)+fiPi, 
i=l i=l 
where Pi is the sum of the positive off-diagonal elements of the ith row and 
Ni is the absolute value of the szlm of the negative off-diagonal elements in 
the ith YOW. 
Proof. Let C = (cij) and B = (bii) be matrices such that 
{ 
aij, if ai, < 0 
Cij = 
0, if aij > 0 
(i z i) 
0, 
bij = 
if aii < 0 
ai+ if aij>O 
(; f- j) 
and cii = Ni, bii = aii - cii. 
Clearly, A = B + C, B is a matrix with non-negative elements and a 
dominant main diagonal and C is a Minkowski-matrix. Hence 
perA=per(B+C)>perB+perC>perB. 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, 
per B > ,Q hi + $Qyi = fi (ai, NJ + Fiji. 
i=l 
Our final theorem will yield a lower bound for a Minkowski-matrix 
which will be a positive bound if no element of the matrix is zero. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let = (aij) a Minkowski-matrix, = 2 
where the extends over j such i + is an integer and 
= 2 h w the summation extends all j that i j is 
even integer j # Then 
per A > fi (aii - Ei) + fi R,. 
i=l i=l 
Proof. Let S = (sij) be a matrix such that sii = 0 (i # j) and sii = 
(- 1)“. Then SAS = B = (bJ, where bij = - aii for i + j an odd 
integer and bii = aii, otherwise. Since S is a diagonal matrix, 
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per B = per(.SAS) = per S per A per S = per A. 
But, by Theorem 2.1, 
per B 3 fi(aii - NJ + fiRi. 
i=l i=l 
Thus, the theorem follows. 
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